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Introduction
Modem microprocessors rely heavily on speculative execution to achieve performance. Sequential processors (ones that execute sequential programs) speculate on both control and data, executing instructions before all of their input dependences are known with certainty. Successful speculation improves performance by sparing the speculated instructions the wait of having their execution context verified. On the other hand, unsuccessful speculation, or mis-speculation, hurts performance by forcing the processor to recover to some prior nonspeculative state and start over. This paper presents register integration, a mechanism for overcoming an inherent inefficiency in conventional sequential mis-speculation recovery.
The inefficiency we speak of is bom of a basic antagonistic combination found in sequential programs. While a sequential program is composed of many locally independent computations, the state of the program is only defined sequentially at dynamic instruction boundaries. Since mis-speculation recovery is defined in terms of this sequential state, a mis-speculation in one computation inadvertently but necessarily causes 0-7695-0924-WOO $10.00 o 2000 EEE 223 valid work from sequentially younger computations to be aborted, or squashed, and re-executed. Register integration can be used to perform squash reuse [2, 181 , to salvage the results of squashed computations that are in fact control-and data-independent of the particular mis-speculation event that precipitated the recovery action.
Many processors implement speculation using a level of indirection that maps the architectural register name space to a larger physical register storage space. The larger physical space allows multiple versions of each architectural location (all but one of which is speculative) to simultaneously coexist. Successful speculation involves the promotion of newer mappings to non-speculative status; mis-speculation recovery restores prior mappings and recycles the speculative storage.
Integration is motivated by the observation that only restoration of previous mappings is required for correct recovery. If the speculative values are left intact past a recovery event, then should the processor re-trace part of the squashed path and discover that some of the instructions were useful after all, only the corresponding mappings will need to be restored; the values themselves will already exist and will not need to be recomputed.
The matching of squashed results with re-traced instructions is accomplished using a second mapping into the physical register file, the Integration Table (IT) . The IT differs from the sequential mapping (map table) in a fundamental way. The map table describes the contents of the physical registers in a transient, sequentially dependent way from the point of view of the architectural registers. In contrast, the IT describes the contents of the physical registers in a persistent, order-independent way that reflects the operations and dataflow relationships used to create the values they contain. While an instruction is being register-renamed, the IT is used to search the physical register file for a physical register that holds the result of a previous squashed instance of the same instruction. If a register is found such that its creating instruction instance had the same physical register inputs as the currently renamed instance, then the currently-renamed instruction is "recognized" as having been previously executed and squashed. The instruction is integrated by setting the sequential mapping for its output to point to the physical register allocated during the initial (squashed) execution. The integrated instruction is complete for all intents and purposes; it can commit as soon as the retirement algorithm allows.
Integration has many advantages. Obviously, it reduces consumption of and contention for execution resources. It also collapses data-dependent chains of instructions: a data-dependent chain of dependent instructions cannot be executed in a single cycle, but a completed chain of instructions may be integrated in a single cycle. Integrated branch instructions are resolved immediately, and should these be mis-predicted branches the mis-prediction penalty and subsequent demand on the fetch engine are also reduced. From an engineering standpoint, integration is simple to implement. It is unambiguously correct, involves no explicit verification and does not require additional data paths to either read or write any values into the physical registers. In general, integration involves modifications only to the register renaming stage in the processor; the rest of the pipeline is oblivious to its existence.
Our initial experiments show that a minimal integration configuration can achieve speedups of up to 8% on a representative current-generation microarchitecture. We estimate that the speedup increases to up to 11.5% for more aggressive microarchitectures. Integration also reduces the level of wasteful speculation in a processor, cutting the number of instructions fetched along mis-speculated paths by as much as 6% and the number of instructions executed by 15%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the basic integration algorithm and argues for its correctness properties. Section 3 addresses some issues involved in the implementation of integration. In section 4 we evaluate integration using cycle-level simulation. Section 5 discusses related work. Section 6 presents our conclusions.
Integration
In this work, we use integration to implement squash reuse, the salvaging of results that were unnecessarily discarded during the process of sequential mis-speculation recovery. In this section, we discuss the basic integration algorithm and describe the principles that allow it to accomplish its goal in a straightforward way. We specifically address the integration of load instructions, which requires additional attention.
Basic Algorithm
During the course of processing, the program's dataflow graph, in the form of the results of its individual instructions, is stored in the physical register file. At any point in the program, the "active" vertices (results) of this graph are available through a set of mappings that maps architectural register names to physical register locations and their values. New portions of the dataflow graph can only be attached to these "active" vertices. As each instruction is added to the graph, a physical register to hold its value is allocated and mapped to the architectural output. Each instruction is annotated with both the physical register holding its value and the prior physical register mapping of the same architectural location. Recovery entails backtracking over a portion of the program, restoring the previous mapping of each instruction's output while recycling the storage for the squashed result.
Integration exploits the observation that mis-speculation recovery is obligated only to restore some prior sequential mapping into the physical register file. That the results associated with the discarded mappings are also recycled during recovery is an implementation convenience; leaving them intact past the mis-speculation does not impact correctness (of course, they must be recycled eventually lest the processor "leak" away all physical registers). Assuming the results are kept, let us consider the point immediately after the completion of a recovery sequence. Just at this point, all squashed instructions are, in principle, still "attached' to the current state (dependence graph) of the program as defined by the register mapping. The inputs of the oldest squashed instructions are found in this mapping. The fact that the inputs are valid validates the outputs, which are themselves inputs of younger squashed instructions, and so on. Integration is the process of transitively recognizing this validity, instruction by instruction. For every instruction sequenced by the processor, the integration logic looks for the result of a squashed instruction that had the same input mappings. If one is found, the corresponding physical register is "un-squashed" or "pulled back into the sequential flow" simply by setting the sequential mapping to point to it. This action re-validates the physical register mapping, and makes the input mappings of squashed instructions that depend on it valid, allowing them to be subsequently integrated. Notice that this same mechanism naturally avoids the re-use of instructions whose data inputs have been invalidated. As the processor sequences instructions from paths different than the squashed one, the results of these instructions create mappings to new physical registers not found in the squashed dataflow graph. These new mappings effectively "detach" those portions of the squashed dataflow graph that depend on the corresponding architectural name, and prevent them from being integrated.
Integration of a result requires locating a squashed instance of the corresponding instruction with input physical registers identical to those of the current instance being renamed. To facilitate this search, integration relies on the Integration Table  (IT) , an auxiliary structure that indexes and tags squashed results using instruction identity and input mapping information. Each entry in the IT corresponds to a squashed instruction instance and contains that instruction's PC and the physical registers used for that instance's inputs and output. The IT also contains three fields whose purpose will be made clear later: Jump-Target which is meaningful only for control instructions, and Memory-Address and Memory-Value fields which are meaningful only for loads and stores.
We illustrate the basic algorithm using an example. Figure 1 shows a short program fragment with four variables X,Y,Z and W each allocated to a different logical register. For each dynamic instruction, we show the instruction preceded by its PC, the state of the Map and Integration Tables immediately after the renaming of the instruction and descriptions of the actions taking place during sequential processing and in the IT.
The shaded boxes and circled markers highlight the handling of instruction A5. The program undergoes three processing phases. In the first, instructions AI through A8 are renamed and executed; a new physical register is allocated to each newly created result (marker 2). The second phase begins after all the instructions have completed execution when a branch mis-prediction is detected at instruction A3. Instructions A8, A7, A6, AS and A4 are recovered in reverse order and the original mappings for their output registers are restored (marker 3). However, instead of recycling the physical registers, each result is entered into the IT and tagged with the instruction PC and physical register inputs used to create it (marker 4). Integration comes into play in the final phase.
Having recovered from the mis-prediction, the sequential processor resumes fetching at the re-convergent point beginning at A5. We follow the renaming and potential integration of each instruction carefully.
Intuitively, the re-traced instance of A5 should be integrated since removing A4 did not change the value of Y. Indeed, In a four wide super-scalar machine, the integration decision on these four instructions can be made in parallel. How this is done is the subject of a future section. However, the example demonstrated the four possible cases for super-scalar integration: basic integration of an instruction (A5), basic non-integration of an instruction (A6), the integration of an instruction that depends on an integrated instruction (A7), and the nonintegration of an instruction that depends on a non-integrated instruction (A8).
Integrating Loads
An integrated instruction can be thought of as having two exe- Loads present a problem because physical register names are not sufficient to detect loadstore collisions. There are two ways to ensure that mis-integrated loads are not allowed to retire. The first is to re-execute all integrated loads and treat a change in the output value as a mis-speculation. The second is to store data addresses (and potentially values) with loads in the IT and use stores to invalidate matching loads. The first 
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Implementation Aspects
In this section we discuss several implementation aspects of integration including all modifications that must be made to the base microarchitecture, the integration circuit itself, and the mechanism that ensures the safe integration of loads.
Base Micro-architecture Requirements
Integration is not a technique that can be applied to all speculative microarchitectures. Its implementation requires that the base microarchitecture allow speculative results to remain intact past a mis-speculation recovery action and support the out-of-order allocation and freeing of speculative storage.
These requirements disqualify many current microarchitectures. 
A Micro-architecture with Integration
We now examine a microarchitecture that includes integration and comment on changes in the flow of instructions through the modified pipeline. A pipeline with integration is shown in Figure 2 (a); the structural modifications and new register tag and data paths are in bold. We work from the back of the pipeline to the front, explaining how instructions become candidates for integration before dealing with the flow of integrated instructions. A later subsection is dedicated to explaining the integration circuit itself in detail.
Since integration deals with salvaging the results of squashed instructions, the most natural time to insert instructions into the IT is during mis-speculation recovery. Implementation of IT insertion is straightforward for micro-architectures that implement recovery using serial rollback. Most microarchitectures, however, including the Alpha 21264 [ 1 I] and MIPS RlOOOO [21] , implement recovery as a monolithic copy from a checkpoint. IT insertion is slightly more involved in this case, but its particulars do not affect integration performance. For clarity, we explain the process as serial.
One important qualification to the IT entry procedure is the exclusion of all instructions that have not completed execution. The reasoning behind this decision is that it is the integration of completed instructions that contributes most to performance. Integration provides two main performance benefits: it allows instructions to bypass the issue engine and it collapses dependent chains of instructions. Neither of these benefits applies to instructions that have not issued and only the first applies to instructions that have issued but not completed. However, the number of instructions likely to be integrated while in this post-issuelpre-completion state is small, and in return for forfeiting them, we simplify the handling of integrated instructions by assuming that all integrated instructions are complete. Faulting instructions are also excluded from the IT, since faults may have side effects that would need to be reproduced on integration.
One of the principles of integration is that it allows speculative physical registers to "survive" recovery. This means that during recovery output registers of instructions that are entered into the IT are not reclaimed and added to the free list as usual. However, we must be explicit about who is responsible for eventually freeing the registers of instructions that are in the IT, so that these registers are not "leaked'. The policy is actually quite straightforward. The IT assumes responsibility for the physical registers of its entries. If an entry is evicted without having been integrated, it physical register is added to the free list. Conversely, if an entry is integrated, responsibility for the register returns to the re-order buffer, which handles it in the usual way. One caveat is that the IT entry of an integrated instruction must be cleared so that no other sequential instruction will attempt to get ownership of the corresponding register (the output of two simultaneously active instructions may not be allocated to the same physical register). Notice, the change of ownership mechanism also allows the same instruction to be repeatedly squashed and integrated.
The next subsection describes the integration related modifications to the register renaming logic. Here, we describe what happens to an instruction after it has been integrated which, having decided that only completed instructions can be integrated, is not much. An integrated instruction is entered into the re-order buffer marked as completed and the integrated physical register is set as its "current mapping". Integrated loads (and stores) are allocated load (or store) queue entries that are filled using the IT Memory-Address and MemoryValue fields and marked as completed. These entries, too, are ordinary. Finally, if the integrated instruction is a branch, the resolution and potential recovery sequences are started immediately using the Jump-Target IT field as a recovery address. The integrated instruction can bypass the out-of-order execution core; it does not need to be allocated to a reservation station, scheduled, executed, or written back.
Integration Circuit
The most delicate piece of the integration mechanism is the integration circuit itself. The integration circuit examines each dynamic instruction and decides whether or not that instruction may be integrated. Of course, it must do so for multiple, potentially dependent instructions in parallel. In this section, we describe one possible implementation of this logic and its complexity. We begin with a scalar description of the circuit, before proceeding to the super-scalar case.
Scalar register renaming occurs in two logical steps. First, an instruction's logical inputs are renamed to physical outputs using lookups in the map In the second, output selection is split into IT lookup, which happens in parallel with input routing, and an integration tesr, which occurs logically after it. In this organization, shown in Figure 2 (b), the IT is indexed by PC only and the physical register numbers are used to match tags. Both schemes likely require pipelining register renaming into at least two stages.
The merits of each implementation are open to debate in the scalar realm, but in a super-scalar environment only the second is viable. While the first scheme interleaves and serializes the input routing and output selection decisions that must be made for each instruction, the PC-only indexed scheme permits a parallel prefix implementation similar to the one used to superscalarize conventional register renaming. Let us review conventional super-scalar renaming. Super-scalar renaming is more complex than scalar renaming because its input routing decisions must reflect intra-group dependences. To do so, dependency-check logic acts in parallel with output allocation. This logic compares the logical input of each instruction in the group with the logical output of each previous in-group instruction; a match ovemdes the initial input routing retrieved from the map table and routes the input to the appropriate newly allocated physical register. For example, in a group of four two-input, one-output instructions each of the second instruction's inputs has to be compared with the first instruction's output, each of the third instruction's inputs has to be compared with the outputs of the first two instructions and each of the fourth instruction's inputs has to be compared with the outputs of the first three instructions. The total number of comparisons for this case is 12 and in general I * N(N-l)/2, with I the number of inputs per instruction and N, the superscalar width or the number of parallel renaming operations. In general, the depth of the circuit is linear with Nand the number of comparisons grows as N2.
In addition to the conventional dependence-check circuit that compares logical registers, integration requires that we implement output selection and any corrections it might imply for input routing for subsequent instructions. Recall, for the scalar integration test we compared each IT entry input with the corresponding register retrieved from the map table. In the super-scalar case, we must also compare it to the physical register outputs for all integration candidates of all prior instructions in the group. Note, we do not have to compare the candidate inputs with the newly allocated physical registers corresponding to each prior instruction: the situation in which an instruction is dependent on a prior instruction in the group and is integrated while the prior instruction is not is obviously impossible. Nevertheless, although the priority encoding depth of the circuit is still N, the superscalar width, the number of physical register comparisons now grows with both N and parisons! Certainly, a highly associative integration circuit is challenging to build. In the evaluation section, we quantify the performance impact of higher associativity.
We should mention here that some of the complexity of the integration circuit may be moved off-line into the IT itself. For instance, the IT could internally perform the intra-group dependence checks and store groups of dependent instructions in a kind of "trace" that can be integrated using I*N*M comparisons. However, IT management becomes much more complex in this case, and there is the added problem of choosing the grouping of instructions into traces. An investigation of such optimizations is outside the scope of this work.
Safe Load Integration via Store Invalidation
When first presenting integration, we remarked that special support must be provided to ensure that loads that have been invalidated by intervening stores are removed from integration consideration. At the very least, the mis-integration should be detected so that alternative corrective action can be taken. Mis-integration detection and avoidance are implemented using a simple extension to the processor's basic load speculation mechanism. Processors that support load speculation (advancing loads past incomplete stores) detect store/load ordering violations as follows. The load and store queues contain address and value fields. Completed stores check their address and value against addresshahe pairs of younger previously completed loads. An address overlap coupled with a value mismatch signals a memory ordering violation which is handled by replaying the load in some way.
The solution handles two cases. The mis-integration detection case covers conflicts with stores that complete after the load has been integrated. Mis-integration detection is implemented naturally by the native load speculation mechanism. Recall, loads are entered into the IT along with their address and value fields from the load queue. When they are integrated, these fields are restored to the load queue. To a completing store, therefore, an integrated load looks just like any other completed load and conflicts are handled in the usual way. Misintegration avoidance targets conflicts with stores that complete before a load is integrated. To implement avoidance, we simply extend the store-invalidation procedure to include IT loads. The IT essentially "snoops" completed stores, matching their addresslvalue pairs with the Memory-AddresdMemory-Value pairs of IT loads. An address matchhahe mismatch causes the invalidation of the corresponding load, preventing it from being integrated. Detection and avoidance can also be implemented using purely address-based criteria.
Our results show that most mis-integrations are avoided. Those that aren't, while not impacting correctness, can degrade performance as they are equivalent to normal load or value mis-speculations. Our performance evaluation section will measure the prevalence of mis-integration.
squashing, integration must be careful not to confuse a value mis-speculated instruction and its dependent instructions with correctly executed squashed instructions. IT entries that correspond to data mis-speculated results must not be integrated. One broad solution to this problem would be to not enter squashed instructions into the IT during recovery from these kinds of mis-speculations. However, this solution is too harsh since it prevents the correctly executed instructions that were lost during recovery from being salvaged. An effective trick is to enter all completed instructions except for the value misspeculated instruction itself into the IT. This omission effectively "detaches" all dependent instructions from possible integration, while leaving all independent instructions intact.
There is an interesting interaction between integration and another technique for salvaging work lost to a data mis-speculation, selective squashing [8, 12, 15, 161. In selective squashing, instructions are kept in reservation stations until retirement allowing them to simply re-issue as data mis-speculations are resolved. If selective squashing is implemented, integration is not "activated" during data mis-speculations since the instructions are not squashed and re-fetched. Integration, on the other hand, still handles control mis-speculation squashes which, quite conveniently, cannot be handled by selective squashing. Integration and selective squashing complement each other nicely. However, we do not explore their interaction experimentally; our simulations model full squashing for all mis-speculations.
Setting the Size of the Physical Register File
A final implementation note concerns the size of the IT and its relationship to the total size of the physical register file. To avoid resource stalls, the number of physical registers should be equal to the maximum number of values (both architectural and speculative) that can be "in play" at any time. For a speculative machine this is equal to the number of architected registers plus the maximum number of renamed in-flight instructions (the size of the re-order buffer). Now, the IT is simply a mechanism for keeping physical registers "in circulation" for longer periods of time; values in the IT are still considered "in play". Consequently, to avoid resource stalls in a micro-architecture with integration, the size of the physical register file should be equal to the number of architected registers plus the size of the re-order buffer plus the size of the IT. In our simulated configurations, we use this formula to ensure that the machine never stalls for lack of a free physical register.
Performance Evaluation
We evaluate the potential performance impact of integration using cycle-level simulation. We present a full set of results for one specific design meant to represent a potential currentgeneration (or very near future) microprocessor. We then briefly look at two dimensions in the IT design space, size and associativity. To be fair, we quantify the adverse performance effects of any additional pipeline siages required by integration. Finally, we try to project integration's impact on more aggressive future-generation microarchitectures.
Handling Data Mis-Speculations
The discussion of load integration brings up an important note regarding integration and the way it must deal with instructions squashed due to data mis-speculations like speculative model does not include a dependence-speculation mechanism that may reduce the incidence of memory-ordering violations [3, 14, 221. However, we don't believe that the inclusion of such a mechanism would take away a significant portion of the impact of integration, since most integration candidates are produced by control mis-speculation. The recovery mechanism itself is modeled as serial with bandwidth equal to commit. Recovery stalls renaming, but execution and retirement from the head of the machine may continue. We model a memory system with non-blocking caches, finite write-buffers and miss-status holding registers (MSHR), and cycle accurate bus utilization. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters in detail. IT configuration is specified inline with the respective presentation of results. The Alpha has 64 architectural registers; the number of physical registers for a given configuration is therefore always set to be 64 + ROB size + IT size. Table 2 , which is split into two for readability, shows the performance impact of integration using a 256-entry directmapped IT on the configuration described above. Data is presented in four main parts. The first two characterize the performance of the base and modified system in terms of instructions fetched and executed, branch mis-predictions and branch misprediction resolution latency, and total memory-ordering violations. These numbers give a feel for the degree of mis-speculation in each program and its causes. Comparing these groups of numbers pair-wise gives an idea of the overall effect of integration on speculative (mis-speculative) processor activity. The next two parts measure the activity and effectiveness of integration using more direct metrics. We report absolute counts of instructions integrated, loads integrated, and mispredicted branches integrated (and ostensibly, immediately resolved).
Base Configuration Results
The shaded at the bottom computes the characteristic and performance metrics of integration and its impact on perfor- achieves speedups of less than 1 %. To explain this behavior we appeal to the structure of the programs and to the contribution and salvage rates, which help correlate this structure with suitability for integration. There are some programs that for structural reasons simply cannot take advantage of integration. One possibility is that the programs have few squash-causing branch mis-predictions and memory-ordering violations. Another is that branch mis-predictions are present but that the code within the conditional arms is so long that the processor does not have time to fetch and execute the re-convergent region before the branch is resolved. Finally, if the re-convergent region is reachable along the mis-speculated path, it is possible that it contains no data-independent instructions, the ones that can later be integrated.
How do the benchmarks break down according to these criteria? Bzip2, for instance, encounters branch mis-predictions Front-End Symmetric 16K-entry combined IO-bit history gshare and 2-bit predictors. 2K entry, 4-way associative BTB, 32 entry retum-address-stack. 3-cycle fetch. 32-entry instruction buffer. Up to 8 instructions from two cache blocks fetched per cycle. A maximum of one taken branch per cycle. 8-wide single-cycle decode. Direct, unconditional jump mis-predictions recovered at decode.
infrequently (fewer than once every 400 instructions). It falls under the first category. BzipZ's salvage rate is close to 40%, but it executes so few instructions along mis-speculated paths as compared to other programs that the overall pool of integration candidates is small. The second two categories are somewhat more difficult to distinguish from one another, but five of the other benchmarks: gcc, mcJ parser, perlbmk and gap fall into them. These programs incur branch mis-predictions or memory ordering violations every 100 instructions or so (or more frequently), execute (and squash) somewhat more instructions than they commit, yet permit the successful integration of only around 20% of squashed instructions. Vortex is a strange case. It executes many instructions along squashed paths but, since many squashes are due to load mis-speculation, integrates only a relatively low percentage of them. Performance gain is achieved because many of the integrated instructions are mispredicted branches. The four benchmarks we mentioned at the top execute a lot of work along mis-speculated paths and integrate that work at a high rate. These programs benefit the most from integration. Other factors that contribute to the observed impact of integration but are difficult to quantify directly are the parallelism in the high-integration regions and the extent to which the integrated instructions help collapse dependence chains. 
events ( M ) or cycles (c).
To a first order, integration is primarily a technique for reducing the number of instructions executed in a program. To that end it is fairly successful, reducing the consumption of execution bandwidth by 1% to 15%. However, a rather striking trend is the incredibly strong correlation between the performance of integration and its second order effect, reducing the number of instructions fetched, which it does at rates that vary from close to nil to near 7%. Integration is a technique that operates at decodehename time. It is is therefore unable to eliminate the latency and bandwidth of fetch from the cost of an integrated instruction. Integration frees up execution bandwidth for new instructions, but does not directly free up more fetch bandwidth to fetch those new instructions (it actually can, but only indirectly via the accelerated resolution of mispredicted branches). As a result, the reduced consumption of execution bandwidth generally leaves bubbles and open slots in the execution pipelines. Actual performance gain is more closely related to the number of instructions eliminated from processing completely.
One opportunity for integration to do harm is by precipitating squashes through mis-integrations. However, our figures show that although memory-ordering squashes are sometimes increased with integration, the number of introduced squashes is small in comparison with the number of loads integrated.
On the whole, integration reduces the amount of mis-speculation activity in the processor, cutting down the number of instructions fetched and (to a lesser degree) executed. This fact suggests two interesting applications for integration. The first is as a dynamic power and energy reduction technique [ 131. This use, of course, requires that the power characteristics of integration itself be acceptable, something that has not yet been investigated. The second application is in a simultaneous multithreading (SMT) processor [6, 201, where several narrow front-ends share a large out-of-order execution engine. This could be an ideal environment for integration, which would reduce contention in the back end, and would require only (replicated) narrow, low-complexity integration circuits.
Impact of Table Size and Associativity
Two important parameters in the design of the IT are its size and associativity. Since the IT always contains the mosf recently squashed instructions, its size determines the degree to which it can salvage work from older squashed regions. If the IT is too small, older squashed instructions would be evicted before they could be integrated. However, an overly large IT is also undesirable since it implies an overly large (and overly slow) physical register file.
The effect of IT size on the performance impact of integration is shown in Figure 3(a) . The trends certainly support our program-structure explanation for the bimodal nature of integration, as each group of benchmarks responds differently to changes in IT size. Those benchmarks that fail to benefit from integration for structural reasons do so consistently, regardless of IT size. More integration resources do not change the fact that the product of program and machine does not produce many valid integration candidates. On the other hand, programs whose structure does allow them to support integration, can draw additional benefit from additional integration resources. In general, however, a very large IT is not necessary. A significant fraction of the benefit can be achieved with a small IT that can buffer the squashed results from the last mis-speculated region. For this set of programs and our machine configuration, 256 entries (enough space to buffer instructions from between 4 to 8 mis-speculated regions)
appears to be sufficient. The corresponding number of physical registers is 448.
The associativity of the IT has two different uses that impact performance in two ways. From the standard viewpoint, associativity is a mechanism for more efficient management of collisions in the IT. Specific to the integration circuit, however, associativity can also determine the number of squashed instances of the same static instruction that are simultaneously considered for integration. Although the first use does not necessarily imply the second, we use associativity to quantify both IT eviction policy and integration circuit complexity in order to simplify the discussion. The impact of IT associativity on integration performance is shown in Figure 3(b) . The trends are similar to those observed when changing the size of the IT; the bimodal effect is still present for the same programstructural reasons. The trends are much less pronounced, however. Except for in the cases of gzip and vortex, there is little benefit to having anything more complex than a direct-mapped IT that supplies a single integration candidate per instruction. That higher associativities that would overly complicate the integration circuit are unnecessary is good news indeed.
Impact of Increased Pipelining
Earlier we mentioned that an implementation of integration may require register renaming to be pipelined into two stages. Such an increase in pipeline depth will erode some of the performance gained by integration, and potentially induce absolute slow-downs for programs that did not originally benefit from integration and would now be forced to pay for its implementation. The increased number of physical registers may also require adding additional register readschedule cycles.
The impact of increased pipelining for both register renaming and register read is shown in Figure 4 (a). Integration-induced increased pipelining does mitigate the performance impact of integration, even producing slow-downs for those benchmarks which integration does not help. The dominant effect is an increase in the branch resolution latency which cuts integration's fetch savings. There is an interesting interplay between increased pipelining and integration. On one hand, it lengthens the branch resolution latency, increasing the number of instructions that can be executed along mis-speculated paths.
On the other, it slows down the execution of all instructions, reducing the completion rate of squashed instructions. The overall effect on the number of integration candidates and integrations is small.
Although the effects of pipeline depth increases take away some of integration's performance, such increases are by no means mandatory. The access times of large physical register files can be controlled using techniques like replication [ 11, 191 or banking [4] and while integration probably requires two-stage register renaming, it should not add stages to already pipelined renaming implementations.
Impact of Base Microarchitecture
One final piece of data we would like to provide is an estimate of the impact of integration for more aggressive microarchitectures. To model a microarchitecture that hopefully represents a next-generation microprocessor, we begin with the organization of our basic 8-way machine. We double the re-ordering capability by doubling the sizes of the instruction and memory ordering buffers; the number of physical registers is increased accordingly. In the memory system, we double the size of the L2 cache to 2 MB and increase the number of simultaneously outstanding misses to 16. To simulate a faster clock, we deepen the pipeline to 5-cycle fetch, 3-cycle decodehename and 4-cycle register read, lengthen cache array access time to 3 cycles, and slow raw memory access time and the memory bus by 50%. In Figure 4 (b), we compare the speedups achieved by our baseline integration configuration (a direct-mapped 256-entry IT) when applied to both the current-generation and next-generation microarchitectures.
One trend that is noticeable by its novelty is that, unlike increasing IT size or associativity, a more aggressive microarchitecture does increase the impact of integration on programs that do not benefit from it in a more conservative implementation. The reason for this is that a more speculative machine changes the structural behavior o f the program.
Larger re-order buffers that provide more room for speculation and a deeper pipeline that increases the time it takes to discover and resolve branch mis-predictions combine to raise the total number of instructions executed along mis-speculated paths. That increases the number of potential integration candidates and, in turn, successful integrations. For example, a larger machine can mis-speculate longer along a conditional arm and is more likely to reach (and squash) the re-convergent region along the mis-speculated path. Our results indicate that between 5% and 50% more instructions are integrated in the more aggressive, more-speculative configuration.
The relative increase in the effectiveness of integration is probably larger than a simple increase in integrated instructions can account for. As the graph shows, integration is 50% to 120% more effective in reducing execution time in the aggressive configuration than in the base configuration. Absolute performance improvements for the next-generation micro-architecture are close to or over 10% for several benchmarks. The reason for this boost is that in the more aggressive, more deeply pipelined implementation, the benefit of each integrated instruction is also relatively higher. Specifically, the longer register-read times make integration's ability to collapse dependent chains of instructions more important. The absolute importance of instant branch mis-prediction resolution is also increased by longer register-read times. However, the relative impact of this effect is somewhat mitigated because the depth of the front end increases as well.
Related Work
The term squash reuse was introduced to describe one of the tasks performed by Instruction Reuse (IR) [18] . IR is a tablebased technique for avoiding the execution of an instruction that has been previously executed with the same inputs. In addition to squash reuse, in which the reused value comes from the same instance of the instruction that has merely been squashed, 1R implements general reuse, in which the reused value comes from a different (not necessarily squashed) previous instance that just happens to have the same input operands. Integration implements only squash reuse because it requires that the value already exist in the register file and that the physical register inputs of the squashed instruction match exactly with the inputs of the instruction it will "replace". IR lifts these constraints by storing the squashed value inside the lookup table (which is called a reuse buffer or RB) and writing it into the register file when reuse is detected and by basing the reuse criterion itself is on instance-independent architectural quantities like values or logical register names, rather than instance-dependent micro-architectural ones like physical register numbers. IR is very applicable, it can exploit general reuse and be implemented on any microarchitecture, but has a somewhat complex implementation. A value-based reuse test implies the need to read registers, which not only complicates the register file, but also moves IR further back in the pipeline, reducing its impact. An architectural-name-based reuse test removes the need to read registers but requires an explicit dependence-tracking scheme within the RB so as not to become too conservative. Both IR forms require additional write data-paths into the register file. In integration, the reused values are already stored in physical registers so no additional register data-paths to read or write any values are required. At the same time, the physical-register-based nature of the reuse test implements dependence-tracking naturally.
The Dynamic Control Independence (DCI) [2] buffer is another result salvage mechanism that operates in a centralized window environment. The DCI buffer is a shadow re-order buffer whose contents persist past mis-speculation events that invalidate the architectural buffer (this is a familiar theme). Shadow buffer tags and results can be re-used if the instruction proves to be control-and data-independent. Control independent instructions are found by associatively searching the squashed region of the shadow buffer; their data-independent nature is checked using an architectural-name-based invalidation scheme. The DCI buffer is essentially an architecturalname-based implementation of squash re-use similar to IR that uses a shadow re-order buffer rather than an RB.
We have already alluded to the interplay between integration and selective squashing [8, 12, 15, 161, which allows instruction instances to execute multiple times "in-place'' before retirement. Selective squashing is an effective way of dealing with data mis-speculations, in which the correct instructions are already in the machine. Selective squashing allows the penalty of squash and re-fetch to be avoided at the cost of keeping instructions in the reservation-station longer and increasing reservation-station contention. Selective squashing, however, cannot salvage work lost to control mis-speculation. Integration and selective squashing are duals. Both techniques salvage instructions by keeping around information for longer than is conventionally required, physical registers for integration and reservation stations for selective squashing. However, while selective squashing actively picks out instructions dependent on the mis-speculation, integration waits for all squashed instructions to be re-processed then picks out the ones that were actually mis-speculation independent.
Conclusions and Future Work
We present register integration (or just integration), a technique for salvaging valid results that have been unavoidably lost due to the sequential nature of speculation and mis-speculation recovery. Integration is a discipline that allows speculative results to remain in the physical register file past recovery events with the hope that they were independent of the misspeculation in question and can be used once the particulars of that mis-speculation have been resolved. Integration logic is implemented as a modification to conventional register renaming that recognizes the validity of squashed results using their data-dependences and spares the processor from having to reexecute the corresponding instructions.
Our initial evaluation shows that integration has the potential for noticeable performance improvements of up to 8% at configurations representative of current-generation processors and up to 11.5% for more aggressive, more speculative, moredeeply pipelined next-generation configurations. These speedups are achieved through a combination of reduction in the consumption of execution and fetch bandwidths, the collapsing of dependent instruction chains, and the acceleration of branch resolution. Our numbers indicate that programs typically are able to reuse between 20% and 60% of all squashed instructions that have completed execution prior to squashing, representing between 1 % and 19% of committed instructions.
instruction fetches saved can reach 6% and the number of instruction executions saved, 15%. Both of these numbers grow relatively as the underlying micro-architecture becomes more aggressive. These characteristics make integration an interesting candidate for reducing dynamic-power and energy and also suggest its use in reducing resource contention in simultaneously multi-threaded (SMT) processors.
The implementation of integration is simple, requiring only an integration table (IT), a small cache-like structure with limited content-addressible capabilities and an integration circuit, which is added to the register renaming logic. No changes to either the fetch or execution engines themselves are necessary and integration does not require the reading or writing of any register values, only map table manipulations are used. The performance improvements we present are all achievable with the minimal complexity implementation of integration.
Future work in the area of integration includes a more thorough evalutation of the IT design space, experiments with more vaned benchmarks, and a more detailed investigation into the interaction of different micro-architectural parameters with integration. A study of the high-level characteristics of programs that draw benefit from integration is also interesting. We have mentioned possibility for interesting synergy between integration and selective squashing; that possibility needs further investigation. The power aspects of integration and its potential use as a power-reduction technique are also subjects of open research.
The most interesting future direction for integration lies in its ability to support new speculation models. As we have presented it, integration is a mechanism that can re-impose lost sequential semantics on a set of instructions using only their data-dependences. The real power of integration, however, may be in its ability to impose such semantics on a set of instructions that were not executed sequentially in the first place. Integration enables a new form of speculation, datadriven speculation, in which speculative execution proceeds along statically annotated data-dependence arcs with no regards to sequencing. Integration is used subsequently to sequence the results into a control-driven sequential form required by the architectural interface. In fact, integration was invented during the course of our investigation into a new form of speculative multithreading called speculative data-driven multithreading (DDMT) [ 171. 
